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Dominik Batorski. I received my PhD in 2004, and I am

currently an Assistant Professor of Sociology at the Institute of

Sociology of the Warsaw University. My research explores the

social consequences of computers and internet use. I am

especially interested in structural properties of large-scale social

networks and social processes taking place through

communication networks. I am also a member of the Center for

Political Research at the Institute for Social Studies of the Warsaw

University were I conduct research on interlocking directorates of

stock market and state-owned companies in Poland. Currently

this study concentrates on relations between directors of

companies with state treasury shareholdings and political parties.

Ralph Besselink. I am originally a physical therapist, but

after having lived in Barcelona and Paris I found out I was

more interested in Organizational Sciences, so I moved back

to Amsterdam to study Strategy, Communication and

Organization at the Vrije Universiteit. I am currently writing

the Master thesis. Title: A Network Analysis of Mergers,

Acquisitions and Strategic Alliances in the Pharmaceutical

Industry. Since December 2006 I have been living in

London. My hobbies are playing tennis, running and

travelling.

Martin Binder. I received my MA in Public Policy Analysis from

the State University of New York at Stony Brook in 2004 and my

MA equivalent (1. Staatsexamen) in Mathematics and Political

Science from Mannheim University in 2005. Now I am at the

beginning of the second year as a PhD candidate at Mannheim

University. My topic is national position-taking prior to

international conferences. I try to use network techniques to

describe the governmental structure. Beside from this, I work on

explaining network choices using

exponential random graph models and

just started with multilevel analysis of

international negotiations. Until yet, I haven’t done too much in

network dynamics, but I am very glad to have the possibility to do so

pretty soon. In my free time I love to play trumpet in an orchestra

and rarely I play handball.

Michał Bojanowski. I studied sociology at the Warsaw University,

Poland. In September 2005 I started my PhD project “The Role of



Heterogeneity in the Dynamic Networks” at the Interuniversity Center for Social Science

Theory and Methodology (ICS) in Utrecht, The Netherlands. In this research project I plan to

investigate mechanisms through which various forms of heterogeneity among the actors

influence the dynamics of the network of relationships between them. The developed theories

will be applied to the dynamics of inter-firm cooperative relations, i.e. strategic alliances and

joint ventures. The project is a part of the Utrecht University High Potential Program Dynamics

of Cooperation, Networks, and Institutions coordinated by Vincent Buskens and Stephanie

Rosenkranz. If I am out of office you would usually find me listening to classical and jazz music

or sailing in remote places.

My name is Mohamed Boukhris; I’m currently a

PhD student at the university of Lugano in

Switzerland . Before coming to Switzerland in

2002, I had obtained my undergraduate degree in

Finance from the HEC at Carthage in my home

country Tunisia. In Switzerland, I had received

two master degrees: the first one in Statistics from

the university of Neuchâtel and the second one in

Economics and finance from the university of

Geneva. My main research interest now is “The

dynamics of network analysis: mergers and

acquisitions in the electricity industries in the

world”. I have recently begun utilizing SIENA to

investigate the underlying dynamics of the actors involved in my research work. I love sport and

music. I’m titular of an oriental music diploma and I play the Violin…

My name is Raffaele Corrado, I am associate professor at the

University of Bologna where I got a PhD in Management in 1999.

My research interests are organized around applications of a

network approach and Social Network Analysis to an

heterogeneous range of substantive areas, all related to

organization behaviour at different levels. So far I worked mainly

on the evolution of the governance mechanisms of Italian large

businesses, as represented through the structural change of the

intercorporate networks in which they are embedded. I am also

working on the evolution of intraorganizational networks

(implementation of an innovation, organization of scientific

research activities) and on the role of networks in markets'

functioning (wine, contemporary art). My hobbies are

heterogeneous as well: computers, motorbikes, books.

Lea Ellwardt. I am a PhD student at the University of Groningen, ICS.

I studied Sociology, Psychology and Communication Science in

Germany (Dresden) and Austria (Vienna). Besides my studies, I also

gathered work experiences in Belgium (Brussels) and England

(Manchester). My primary research interests are quality of life and

organisational sociology / psychology. In my PhD project I investigate

‘gossip about the boss’. During leisure I like to do sports, such as

skating and squash. Furthermore I enjoy to travel, mostly to England. 



Fabio Fonti received his PhD in Business Administration from the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and is currently Assistant

Professor at the Carroll School of Management at Boston College.

His main interest lies in the relationship between embeddedness in

social networks and organizational outcomes. Specifically, he is

interested in how flows of multiple types of relations (such as trust,

knowledge transfer and communication) emerge and in how they

influence various organizational outcomes, with a particular eye to the

temporal and spatial dimension and to the co-evolution of micro-

choices and macro-structure. His current projects focus on the

creation and transfer of knowledge and skills in organizations and

teams, on the elements contributing to the success and failure of communities of practice across

various contexts and industries, and on the determinants of network evolution. When I am not

working, I enjoy hiking (see picture), cooking and listening to jazz.

My name is Janna Fortuin. I studied Psychology at the

University of Amsterdam (the Netherlands), and spend the next

three years teaching at that university. In June 2004, I started my

PhD project at the University Leiden (the Netherlands). I try to

study both the effects that peer groups or social networks have

on individual adolescents (8th graders) and the development of

those networks. Variables that I am interested in within those

adolescents and networks include goals, academic achievement,

ethnic diversity, activity involvement, perceived parenting

style/management of peer interaction, and basic well-being. I spend my free time sailing, hiking,

going to rock and pop-concerts, cooking, reading, and playing board games.

Olivier Godechot is a research fellow (CNRS). He works in Centre Maurice Halbwachs, a

CNRS-ENS-EHESS laboratory in Paris. His main topics of research are sociology of finance

and sociology of academic labor markets. He finished in 2004 a PHD

devoted to wages and bonus in financial industry. It should be

published during the spring 2007 (Working rich, La découverte,

2007). For the moment, he did not have the opportunity to use

network analysis on financial labor market. But he did network

analysis on his other topic of research. In 2004, he published an

article "The two forms of social capital. Network structures of PhD

comities in political science" with Nicolas Mariot (Revue française de

sociology). In 2006, with some students he extended the

methodology of this network study on much larger data : EHESS

PhD comities from 1960 to 2005 (6200 PhD, 6000 vertices, 45

years). It is with the aim of analysing the dynamic dimension of the

data that he decide to attend the Siena workshop.

http://olivier.godechot.free.fr

Richard Heidler. I'm a doctoral candidate at the German University

of Administrative Sciences Speyer. I studied sociology at the FU

Berlin, my reserch interests include the application and theory of

social network analysis and the sociology of science. Currently I'm

working at the German Research Institute for Public Administration

Speyer, in a research project studying the governance of research



groups in different fields, focussing especially on network-governance. In my free time I like

swimming, travelling with friends (on the picture I'm on a bike-tour in the Netherlands) or

reading book.

Julie M. Hite is an Associate Professor in the Educational

Leadership and Foundations Department at Brigham Young

University with an emphasis in organizational leadership. (Masters

Degree - Organizational Behavior, Brigham Young University, 1995;

PhD, University of Utah, 1999, Strategic Management, with focus on

entrepreneurship and social/organizational networks.)  Her current

research focus is strategic organizational networks, resource

acquisition, and organizational performance, with an emphasis on the

context of educational organizations, including school administration

in US, Ugandan secondary schools, and higher education. Her

research uses quantitative, qualitative and network methods and

analysis.

Erik Jippes. I studied Business and Organization in Groningen. Currently I'm working in the

University Medical Center of Groningen, and conducting part-time a Ph.D research on the

adoption of an innovation in the medical specialist training programs. I'm primarily interested in

enhancing the spread and adoption of this innovation by exploring and intervening in the

communications network. In my spare time, I play volleyball, shoot some pool and relax with

my girlfriend, friends and family.

John Light. I am a Mathematical Sociologist doing

work in adolescent development at the Oregon

Research Institute, in Eugene, Oregon USA. I am

also now working with a group in the Department

of Family and Human Development at Arizona State

University (see also the bio of Dr. David Schaefer,

also attending this workshop), where we are looking

at social dynamics in preschoolers. I've been

interested in social networks and the dynamic

modeling of social ecologies since my graduate

school days, way back in the '70's. In the last few

years I've had the opportunity to revisit this interest

in work focused on adolescent problem behavior

and drug/alcohol use, and early-age precursors to such behaviors. When I'm not working, I like

to hike, I'm an avid cyclist, and I play piano, accordion and guitar in a Celtic band.

My name is Jorge Ávila de Lima. I am Associate

Professor in the Department of Education of the

University of the Azores, an institution that is located in

the exotic island of S. Miguel, in the archipelago of the

Azores, Portugal. My background training  is in the

Sociology of Education. I prepared my Ph.D in the

Ontario Institute for Studies in education, University of

Toronto, Canadá. Since then, I have become strongly

interested in social network analysis as an approach for

studying teacher and school networks, but I have



become somewhat frustrated with its static nature. This is why I look forward to this workshop.

In leisure times, I do jogging and act as a musician. I now have my own jazz band, the Jorge

Lima Quartet. We are going to record a CD next Summer. 

Debora Mantovani. I am currently a PhD.

candidate at the Department of Sociology and

Social Research of the University of Trento (Italy).

I am interested in examining the economic and

cultural process of assimilation of the second

generation of immigrants in Italy. In my research I

study - with the aid of social network analysis -

relations among pupils belonging to a same class.

 

Elisa Martini. Phd candidate in Sociology and

Social Research at the University of Trento. My

research interests include ethnic prejudice,

adolescence and second generation of migrants in

the educational system. I administrated a

questionnaire to a sample of students in the upper

secondary school, in which there are some

networks questions in order to recreate the

friendship structure in each school classes. I have

never used social networks analysis in my previous

research and I would like to improve on it in order

to be able to analyse the massive data that I

collected. Just this "simple" questions: can contact reduce prejudice among migrants?

Jochen Moebert is a Ph.D. student at Darmstadt University of

Technology. He studied Economics at the University of Mannheim.

Was also a member of the PhD programe at the University of

Mannheim and a Marie-Curie-Research Fellow at Universitat

Autònoma de Barcelona. In his dissertation he is currently analyzing

networks of researchers and ownership structures of firms. 

Christina Prell. I received my PhD in

2003 in Communication and Rhetoric

from Rensselaer University, New York.

Since 2003 I have been a Lecturer in sociology at University of

Sheffield, UK. My research covers some different areas, and I'm

trying (slowly) to bring these areas together:

computer-mediated-communication (I have worked with Joe

Walther in the past and currently working with Caroline

Haythornthwaite), social capital and social networks (this was largely

my PhD work, and I've recently submitted a paper, with John Skvoretz), sustainability and social

learning (a new research area for me). I studied with Martin Everett at the University of Essex



Summer School (2002) and with John Skvoretz (same place) in 2003. I was a teaching assistant

to John and Fil Agneessens at Essex in 2005. I'm currently involved in a 3 year project looking

at the sustainability of the UK uplands. We're using SNA to track stakeholders' relationships

with one another overtime and to monitor their mutual influence of each other with regards to

views on land management and environmental policy. I've recently become interested in

semantic networks (Monge and Contractor's book on Communication Networks), I think it

might be relevant to this study I'm involved in, and if anyone in the group has some experience

with this, please can I talk with you!

Domenico Salvatore. I'm a Phd candidate in Management at

Università Bocconi, in Milan. My main research interest is in

health care management and for my thesis I analyze advice and

friendship relationships among physicians in teaching

hospitals. 

Jelle J. Sijtsema. Some years ago, I moved from the far east

of the Netherlands to the upper North of the country. There,

I found my way to the remarkable world of Sociology at

Groningen University. After working hour after hour, night

and day, I finally received my Master in Sociology in

September 2006. Currently, I am working as a PhD student at

the ICS in Groningen. My project is on problem behavior and

friendship networks in- and outside the school grade. Whereas

I am a sociologist during the day, at night I devote my time to

making music with my band, running, studying Finno-Ugric

languages and cultures, and enjoying the nightlife of

Groningen. 

Philip Sinclair. I am a reseach associate statistician at CISHE

(Cardiff Institute for Society, Health and Ethics), University of

Cardiff. The project that I am employed on is to do secondary

analysis of data collected on pupils from schools in England and

Wales. The aim is to answer questions relating friendship

networks with the uptake in smoke in young people. My

interests include travel, and music.

Tobias Stark. I’m Ph.D. student at

the University of Groningen. I

completed my master degree at the

University of Mannheim in Germany, where I’m also originally from

(fortunately not from Mannheim, but well from Germany). My

dissertation project is concerned with (ethnic) segregation of social

networks and focuses in particular on pupils' friendship networks. I

will concentrate on the influence of norms and the social context on

the development of such networks. In my leisure time I like jogging

and reading. 



Robert Young. Starting as a mature student, Robert graduated with a

B.Sc. (Hons) in Psychology from Glasgow Caledonian University in

1996, then continuing with a further year of study to complete a

post-graduate in Computer Studies. His first research post was at

Charing Cross Medical School and Imperial College London in 1998,

where he worked in an outpatient psychiatric clinic conducting

research with transsexual patients at the National Gender Identity

Clinic. In 2000 he returned to Glasgow to join the MRC Social &

Public Health Sciences Unit, Youth and Health Programme, initially

involved in analysis of final wave data from the 'West of Scotland 11

to 16 study'. Since then, Robert has been involved in the design and

data collection of several other studies, notably the continuation of 11 to 16 into the

post-school period (16+ study),  the 'Teenage Health in School' (THiS) study and, most

recently, the computerised psychiatric component of  the 'Peers and Levels of Stress' (PaLS)

study. He retains an interest in gender related research as applied to youth and psychological

health. He has a particular interest in research involving longitudinal methods and using

advanced or novel methodology such as sociometry and structural equation modelling. His

research focus is on the social patterning of young people's mental health, typically contrasting

traditional class vs. newer consumer and cultural influences. Recent and ongoing research has

focused on the prevalence of self-harm in young people and its relation to youth subculture,

peer group and lifestyle, with a particular interest in 'Goths'. 

Lei Wang. I received my Bachelor degree on Technical

Economics and Management in North China Electric

Power University and my master degree on management of

Logistic system from ETH Lausanne in Switzerland. After

receiving my master degree, I spent 3 years to work as a

research assistant on the environmental economics issues at

the Systems Analysis, Integrated Assessment and Modeling

department (SIAM), Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic

Science and Technology (EAWAG) in Duebendorf of

Zurich. I am currently working as a scientific collaborator

and Ph D student at Faculty of Economic Science, University of Lugano in Switzerland. My

doctoral project is of Network Dynamics of merge and acquisition in the international electricity

industry. For more information, please visit: www.istituti.usilu.net/wangle/web/.

My name is Muriel De Wolf.  After receiving my Bachelor

degree in Applied Languages, I started studying Sociology at

Ghent University and received my Master degree in 2004. 

Currently I am working as a scientific collaborator and PhD

student at the department of Sociology at Ghent University.  My

interests are in friendship networks and I will be doing research

on how new friendships develop over time in a group of

freshmen students.



Xi Zhu. I am currently a Ph.D. student in Sociology at

University of Minnesota. Before I joined in this program, I

studied and received my Bachelor's degrees in Accounting and

Applied Mathematics from East China University of Science

and Technology. I also received a Master degree in

Management from the same institute. My current research

interest centers on two broad areas and possibly their

intersection: the institutionalization and institutional change

process in organizational fields and the interorganizational

relationships and networks. I worked with Professor David Knoke on a project analyzing

network dynamics in interorganizational alliance network by applying the actor-oriented model.

I look much forward to this workshop for pushing our current research ahead. In spare time, I

enjoy swimming and backpacking.

Other particpants:

David Knoke Jan Kratzer Roger Leenders Li-Wen Liu
Massimo Maoret Andres Rengifo David Schaefer


